Abstract. We present in this paper researches focussed on training scenario specification. These researches are conducted in the context of a collaboration with Giat-Industries (a French military manufacturer) in order to introduce Virtual Reality(VR) in maintenance training. The use of VR environments for training is strongly stimulated by important needs of training on sensitive equipment, sometimes fragile, unavaiblable, costly or dangerous. Our project, named GVT 3 , is developped in a research/Industry collaboration. A first version of GVT is already available as a final product, which allows maintenance virtual training on GIATIndustries equipments. Internal models have been designed in order to achieve reusability and standardization for the efficient development of new virtual training environments. In particular, we defined a scenario language named LORA, which is both textual and graphical. This language lets non-computer scientists author various and complex tasks in a virtual scene.
Introduction
Giat-Industries is an important french industrialist, specialized in military equipment such as the Leclerc Tank. All about those equipments is complex and enormous: size, cost, maintenance operations, dangerous manipulations, etc. Virtual Reality (VR) appears to be a good solution for training on such equipments, especially for costs, risks (for human and materials) and new pedagogical actions which are not possible in the reality. Creating VR environments for training requires the development of complex softwares, mixing multiple disciplines and actors: graphical and behavioural computer engineering, physics simulation, pedagogical approaches, specialized know-how in the field of the training, etc. Furthermore, such complex development is generally done in new projects, where the reusability of existing developments is a major issue.
In this context, Giat-Industries has started the Giat Virtual Training (GVT) project, in collaboration with INRIA-Rennes and CERV research laboratories. The aim of this project is to propose a full author-platform for building VR training applications. For this purpose, we propose generic and reusable approaches.
The first part of this paper is a short state of the art on storytelling in virtual environments. The second part presents the general organization of GVT, what kind of models we have developed and how they interact. The third part is focused on our model of scenarios: how describe complex procedures for noncomputer scientist authors ? Then, we finish this paper by a conclusion.
State of the art -Storytelling in Virtual Reality
First approaches for arranging actions in a virtual environment were based on a low-level approach. As models are able to describe complex behaviors of objects, those same models should be able to describe complex sequences of actions using such objects. We can find this approach with Badler and his Pat-Nets model [1] , and also with Cremer and Kearney with the use of the HCSM model [2] to describe traffic scenarios. Those technics have two main drawbacks: a lowlevel of abstraction, and the use of computer-language. Without a high-level of abstraction, scenarios are linked with low-level developments. And by using computer-language, non-computer scientists can not write scenarios.
Therefore, another level of abstraction is needed, that's the role of scenariolanguages. We can first cite the works of Ponder [3] , who used interactive stories to realized a tool for training on decision-taking. Interactive stories are named so because the actions done in the environment influence the story. This method is very interesting to describe a complex variable story with multiple characters, and to train on decision-taking. But interactive stories are less interesting when the goal is to describe a fixed story, like a maintenance procedure. For this kind of problems, two main approaches can be found: a complete description of the sequence of actions, or an approach based on constraints and goals.
In the description of complete sequences, we can find the works of Goldberg on Improv [4] , Vosinakis [5] with ideas on the reuse of parts of scenarios, and Ishida with the Q language [6] [7] , a language adapted to non-computer scientists. From those different scenario languages, we can extract interesting properties: hierarchical concept, parallel actions, parametrization, etc. We can also cite the works of Leitao [8] , who proposed the use of the graphical language Grafcet [9] to describe traffic scenarios. This visual aspect is, from our point of view, very interesting. Graphics are more international than textual languages: diagrams are easy to understand for everyone.
Scenarios can also be managed with constraints and goals. With Ridsdale [10] , actors of a virtual theatre are managed by an expert system, which use goals, rules and constraints on the actors to construct the sequence of actions. Querrec [11] [12] proposed the MASCARET model to describe collaborative procedures for firemen. Each fireman has a role, and actions are arranged with temporal constraints and preconditions. We can find such approaches with Devillers [13] and the SLuHrG languages which used temporal constraints and reservations process on actors, and the Steve project [14] [15] where procedures are described with causal links and ordering constraints. We have also the works of Badler [16] combined goals with natural language description, and his PAR model has been used to validate maintenance procedures with humanoids.
To conclude this short state of the art, we can underline those few points. First, describing scenarios with constraints and goals is more flexible than a complete description of sequences. It allows for example the readaptation of the scenario when a non-predicted event happens. Nevertheless, this flexibility could be a problem when the aim is to learn an exact procedure. Second, describing scenarios is generally a hard task for non-computer scientists. Efforts have sometimes been done, but it's still hard to express complex scenarios with a simple and efficient representation.
3 GVT organization, a generic platform for procedures training
The role of GVT
The main current application of GVT is virtual training on Giat's maintenance procedures.
That's what can be found in the latest release of the product. But GVT allows virtual training on more general procedures: maintenance procedure, starting procedure, showing procedure, diagnosis procedure, etc. Nevertheless, GVT has not been created to teach technical gestures. GVT has actually been designed to be used alone on a single computer for one trainee, and more generally to be used on a network( fig.1 ) with one trainer and several trainees at different places, with different equipments, levels and procedures to learn. As GVT offers pedagogical agents able to manage students (we'll talk about those agents in the third subsection), we consider that a human supervision is essential to realize a good training. From this point of view, GVT can be seen as a tool for expert trainers in teaching process.
VR platform and genericity

GVT uses OpenMASK
4 for VR aspects. As we are using this platform, GVT is totally independant from devices which are standard modules with input/output data, managed by OpenMASK. Furthermore, the paradigm of interaction in GVT is based on the selection of objects and dynamic menus( fig.2 ), which is a convenient choice to standardize the interaction. But if it is needed, we can also include dedicated devices for special interactions. Our models are not limited to our general paradigm of interaction.
So, the same code can run on a laptop computer or in a full immersive room, that's exactly the same software. In an immersive room( fig.1 ), we can manage stereovision, speakers with voice synthesis, a microphone with voice recognition, a tracker wich handle a pointer in the environment, and a dataglove to make the selection. On a laptop computer, a trainee can simply use the keyboard and the mouse to interact. For example, if speakers are not available, the voice synthesis is simply replaced by text on the screen. We have tested GVT on three hardware configurations. The laptop, the immersive room, and what we can call a standard GVT configuration( fig.1 ): a computer with two screens and a microphone. One screen for the 3D scene, and one for pedagogic documents and the trainee GUI. Those three configurations reflect 3 applications: training near the real equipment, training in a classroom, and training in an immersive environment when the trainer considers it important to have a better immersive sensation.
Elements of the GVT kernel
The first need of GVT was to define an interactive environments, composed of complex and various objects. We proposed a model of object and interaction on objects, named STORM [17] for Simulation and Training Object-Relation Model. The second need was the description of complexe procedure. That's the role of the language LORA [17] . As GVT is a training tool, we also had to define a pedagogical model. Those three models are using in the kernel of GVT. The global vision is illustrated on fig.3 . We have four elements in this kernel:
-a reactive and behavioral environment. For this purpose, we proposed a model of behavioral object in the definition of STORM . By using this model, we create a reactive and informed 3D world, composed of various behavioral objects which can interact with each other. The world can be composed of really complex objects: for example we can simulate the evolution of pressure between two complex hydraulic objects. Behaviors of an object is define by using the HPTS++ [18] [19] model. the STORM model is an important work we won't present here, that's not in the scope of this article. More informations on the STORM model can be found in [17] . The 3D world with behavioral objects has been developed in OpenMASK, which manages VR aspects: 3D rendering, the distribution of this environment on a network, etc.
-an interaction engine. The interaction engine is the STORM engine. The role of this element is to manage interactions between STORM objects, by using the interaction capacities of those objects. Those interaction capacities are defined in the model, and represent what an object offers as interactions. The realization of the interactions is also described in the STORM model. More informations on this model can be found in [17] .
-a pedagogy engine, the teacher assistant. This engine has to react to trainee's actions. Trainees are different and the engine has to adapt his reaction to each trainee's particularities, such as a level or a pedagogic strategy. For example, the pedagogy engine can block trainee's action when the action is dangerous for him or for the equipment, or simply because it's not the right thing to do at this moment and that the trainer chooses to forbid what is not in the procedure. The pedagogy engine can also highlight objects, it can show pedagogical documents (videos, pdf, etc.). It can, for example, turn an interactive button of the environment if necessary or ask the automatic realization of what the trainee should do. The pedagogy engine also has to detect that a real trainer should be contacted to supervise personally the trainee, for example when those automatic helps are too often requested. Pedagogical aspects of GVT are really important, they are realized with the AReVi 5 platform in the CERV laboratory, which can be contacted for more informations. A complete description of the pedagogy engine is not in the scope of this paper.
-a scenario engine. The role of this engine is, in particular, to describe what has to be done at each moment of the training session. As actions are done in the environment, the engine evolves and gives the next steps to do. This engine can also be called to realize actions, it can do the procedure. We present this engine in the next section.
Those elements are the base of our generic approach, our platform of development. All the objects and behaviors design with the STORM model are totally reusable. The STORM engine doesn't need any special configuration, it just uses the informed environment. The pedagogy engine can use the scenario engine and the trainee's characteristics to create automaticaly his strategy of responses and actions. And, for the scenario engine, parts of scenarios can be reused in other training sessions when they represent a common sequence of actions. In our Industrial context, procedures and especially procedures of maintenance are very strict and complex. Things have to be done in a certain order, and trainees have to learn this. Generally, this strict order has a sense, a causal link between the differents steps. As we mentionned in our state of the art, we could use a system based on goals, causality, preconditions, etc. But, we have to consider that those kind of procedures are really big, with a very important number of steps and a long time of realization. It's usual to have scenarios with several hours of works for one maintenance operation ! In the same ideas, the description of all the real maintenances procedures are taking several ring binders, in several cupboards ! In a pedagogical tool, it's not reasonable to consider a whole scenario which is too long, and we have to cut it in multiple scenarios. And sometimes, trainers are just interested in parts of scenarios. For that matter, it's impossible to use only a "goals and constraints approach": causality may never be described, and the exact procedure is not necessarily the only solution for the local set of constraints and goals. Our approach is based on the complete description of the procedure. By using this technic, we could also add causal informations on steps if necessary. We also have to think about who will write and read scenarios. In our context, it might be for example experts of training sessions on the real equipment. Those experts know the procedures, and know what they want to teach. It could also be a specific person, whose role would be to translate the actual procedures which are expressed in a natural language. But he would never be a computer scientist. That's why our approach is based on graphical languages.
Based on the STORM model, which describes as we explained in the previous section behavioral objects and interactions between them, we proposed a scenario language named LORA Language for Object-Relation Application. This language is a graphical one, but it can also be read in a textual version. A scenario described with LORA contains all the steps which have to be done, but more generally all the steps which could be done.
LORA: the model
We have tested different graphical languages, and the one which offered the best response to our needs was the Grafcet. This language was the begining of our work. The Grafcet defines what has to be done, in a strict sequence. But in our case, we are not describing robotic actions, we have to describe strict procedures which contain a human factor: choice. That's why the philosophy of our language is to describe what could be done at each point of the scenario, where the Grafcet approach is to describe what must be done. Another part of our work was to simplify general patterns we were having when we were using the Grafcet. With the choice aspect and the simplification process, we have created the basis of our model.
LORA is a hierarchical parallel transition system language. It is composed of a set of hierarchical step machine, each step machine is composed of a set of variables, steps and links between steps. A step machine has a current state: a set of actives steps, which represent what could be done as long as they are active.
Steps Steps have 5 possible types. Begin, end, standard, callback or forbidden. A callback step is a special step which role is to supervise a particular action, and to generate a certain sequences of actions in the environment when the particular action is realized. A forbidden step is the description of identified forbidden step. It's not an assumption on what the trainee will do. It's not a step impossible to do in the scenario engine. It's the possibility to describe, in the scenario, forbidden ways: for example dangerous actions which must not be done at a special point of the procedure.
Steps have 5 possibles roles. Each step can be a calculus step, which allows operations on step machine's variables. It can be a conditional step, which transition depend on it's evaluation, using the machine step's variables. The third possible role is a consultation step. This role allows a step to consult states of objects in the virtual environments. The two last roles are a hierarchical step, and an action step. The first one contains another machine step, and the second describes an atomic action.
Signals. The begin step generates a signal of activation. Each step has an input and an output for this signal. The conditional step has two outputs ( fig.4) .
When a step receives a signal activation, the step become active. When the step is finishing (for example, an action step will terminate when the action it represented is done in the environment), the signal can be transfered by the output to what the step is connected to. A step can be a terminaison of a branch, and can be connected to nothing. Such steps are called optional steps: their realization has no direct consequence on the rest of the scenario. Links and RPS The role of a link is to transfer the signal activation, and thus to arrange the sequence of actions. A link has one or more connectors. When all connectors are activated by an input signal activation, the link transfers the signal activation to it's outputs. The link can have NOT connector (fig.4 ). If such connectors are activated, the link will not be able to transit after. Links can be linked with other links. One advantage of those links is the realization of graphical conditions( fig.5) .
At the output of a link, the signal activation can be divided in multiple ways. That's what we call the RPS : all ways are Potentialy Realizable Simultaneously. That's the case in the example of the graphical condition( fig.5 ) : steps A, B, C and D can be realized as they are all activated at the same moment by the first link (at the top of the diagram). It is possible to precize special RPS. It can be a parallel realisation between branches (actions must be done in parallel) or exclusivity of realization between branches (as a branch is begun, other becomes impossible to do). On the fig.5 , the condition realized is (((A OR B) AND C) OR D). It's a real case of use, with buttons controling floodgates. Here, the procedure was you now have to empty the cistern, turn A or B floodgate, with C floodgate, or only the D floodgate which will empty all cisterns. There's multiple ways to realize this operation, and RPS technics allow us a certain flexibility in writing this condition and it's realization.
Textual representation The textual representation of LORA is an XML document. Such documents can be read directly, and for those types of data it's easy to manipulate it as a standard computer language. By using XML, we can use many tools: generated GUI to create scenarios, or traduction of the language in other language with XSLT rules, etc. The complete graphical and textual norm of LORA is detailed in ??. 
RunTime: the scenario engine
The scenario engine is a multi-agents system. Each machine step, each step and link is an agent managed by the scenario engine. The interest of such a system is it's dynamic and automatic organization. Each agent have a birth, an activity, and a death. As a new agent appears with a signal activation, it will find its place within the other agents and communicate with some of them. The activity of an agent depends on his role. For example, an agent which represents an action will have to keep on eye on the environment, to check if the action it represents is begin realized or not. As an agent dies, the signal activation can be transfered if it has to be. Agents are the dynamic point of view of the scenario engine. They represent the current state, what could be done. The scenario engine has a more static part. That's the representation of the perfect procedure: this is the nominal scenario. This representation is used by agents when they are created, as a model. From this point of view, we can consider that the scenario engine is a virtual machine for the LORA language, which interprets procedures by loading and activating agents in memory. By the way, the representation of the procedure can be modified during the Run-Time execution.
At each moment, the scenario engine can give a list of actions the trainee has to do. To preserve the complex realization of some scenarios, the scenario engine tests if all of it's agents represent possible actions, in function of the real state of the world. It's possible that an action becomes impossible: simply with a problem of ressource. For example, if an object has to do an interaction but is currently in use. As the procedure engine tests if actions are possible, scenarioauthors don't have to take care about ressources, it's automaticaly managed by the engine.
It is also possible for the scenario engine to realize actions in the environment. It's possible, with LORA, to specify some automatic parts of the scenario. When the pedagogy needs the automatic realization of steps, it can make this request to the scenario engine which can realize the whole procedure if needed. Step and parametrization of a machine-step: unscrew, take and put an object
Two short examples
In this point, we show two short examples of the use of LORA. The first( fig.7) one is an example of a real reusable procedure, which is defined like a parameterizable function. This procedure represents the sequence : unscrewing an object, taking the object, and putting the object somewhere. "Object" and "somewhere" are the two parameters "a" and "cible". The figure 6 represent an application of this procedure, where the trainee have to unscrew caps on a tank suspension.
The second example( fig.8 ) is a part of a real maintenance procedure. In this example, 3 ways are possible to access to the next part. There's no preference between those ways, and each of them can be began without any consequence. Except when one is realized: the other branches will be desactivated. An example of correct realization would be A30 (the realization in the environment of what the step A30 represent), A20, A21, A11, A22. As the branch A2i is finished, all the active steps in A1i and A3i will be desactivated. To compare our language to Grafcet, we show the minimal solution of this problem with the Grafcet (fig.9 ). 
Conclusion
GVT is a very challenging project, involving two laboratories and an industrial company. This project has leaded to the depot of 6 patents [20] Our models give operational responses to GVT needs, and are turned towards the future. We are still working on advanced authoring tools, which use the genericity and the reusability capacity of the GVT platform.
